URMIA Conference 2012:
“Providence 2012-Guiding you Across the Ocean of Risk”
1. Cover Slide (Intro by Tim Palmer)
Good Morning and welcome to “Ahoy Matey-Take the Tiller and Maintain Due Course through Exposure Identification”. I
am Tim Palmer . . . . . . . Let me introduce you to the presenters for this session.

Edward Frackiewicz:
Ed Frackiewicz is the Leader of the Boston Consortium Risk Management Advisory Group providing integrated Risk
Management services to Brandeis University, Bentley College, Berklee College of Music, Bryant University,
Emerson College, Franklin W. Olin College of Engineering, LaSelle College, Salve Regina University, Wellesley
College, Wheaton College and Worcester Polytechnic Institute.
Prior to joining the Consortium team, Ed was the Director, Risk Management for Allmerica Financial Corporation and
the Del Monte Foods Company. In both roles, he was the primary individual responsible for corporate risk
management awareness and the execution of financial treatments designed to protect company assets. In addition,
he had global accountabilities for the strategy and selection of property & casualty insurance programs, security and
safety service providers and corporate fleet vehicle management.
Ed was a leading member of the risk management team with the Liberty Mutual Insurance Group. During his twentyyear career at Liberty, he held numerous positions including claims adjuster, training supervisor, Manager of
Consumer Affairs & Corporate Insurance and Director of Risk Financing.
Ed is a graduate of Wake Forest University with a BS in Business and has earned his ARM designation. He
currently serves the role as an independent Director and President Emeritus of the New England Educators
Insurance Association Board (NEEIA) and a member of their Risk Management and Strategic Planning Committees.
He has presented at programs hosted by URMIA, RIMS, the Society of Consumer Affairs in Business (SOCAP),
Insurance Consumer Affairs Exchange (ICAE), International Quality & Productivity Center (IQPC) and the Alliance of
American Insurers (AAI). He also served as a member of the Board of Directors of the Triple S Insurance Agency,
Inc. and on a National Food Processors Association (NFPA) Insurance Task Force.
William Austin:
Bill Austin is a principal of Austin & Stanovich Risk Managers LLC, a national risk management consulting firm, with
offices in MA and RI. He specializes in all aspects of risk management. His higher education practice includes
many well-known colleges and universities located through the Northeast US such as Boston College, Bryant
University, Johnson & Wales University, Marist College, Providence College, Rhode Island School of Design, Trinity
College. He is a resource to University of Rhode Island, Rhode Island College and Community College of Rhode
Island. His consulting practice includes organizations from Fortune 100 companies to large regional corporations to
governmental entities. He also has an active litigation support practice that includes experience as an expert
witness in both disclosed and non-disclosed engagements. Some of his expert witness engagements have included
higher education risk and insurance issues.
His risk and insurance career began in 1977 and evolved to include successful employments in underwriting with
Wausau Insurance Companies, national brokerage with Rollins Hudig Hall now Aon, independent consulting with
Albert Risk and 7+ years as a VP/Corporate Risk manager for FleetBoston a Fortune 100 corporation, 7th largest
US bank with operations in 21 countries and more than 50,000 employees. He co-founded Austin & Stanovich Risk
Managers with Craig Stanovich in 2002 as an independent risk management and insurance consulting firm. Bill is a
regulator contributor to International Risk Management Institute. He is a graduate of University of Wisconsin-Eau
Claire with a BBA in marketing with an emphasis in finance and has a CRIS designation from IRMI.
Bill is a frequent speaker on risk management and insurance topics. In the past year he was a panelist for a NYC
RIMS panel discussion on RMS risk modeling; a panelist at Fordham Law School in NYC on “Human Rights –
Emerging Risks for Corporate Counsel and discussed operational risk issues for non-profits for the RI CPA Society.
Ed and Bill have known each other for 10 years as both are active in the Greater Boston Risk Management
Community for 10 years. They told me it is a pleasure to present this session together today.
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2. Our Expectations Slide
Ed Frackiewicz and I are very happy to see all of you at our session.
Our goal today is simple: Through an exchange of ideas we hope all of us will become more effective risk
managers through enhanced awareness to the importance of exposure identification.
I remember the recruiting brochure used by Wausau Insurance Companies in 1977, when I got out of college.
It said something like FIRE, EXPLOSION, LOSS of LIFE, DISASTER-how can a career in insurance be boring
when you work with these types of events. All exposures to loss but simply words, not dimensional in any way
for one that would ultimately become a Fortune 100 risk manager.
You cannot manage or understand or treat what you do not know!!! You need to manage a 360 degree
of exposure-cause/effect and effect on a given asset (building, data, human capital) and what these
same assets can do to create exposure to other assets (neighboring building, theft of data, injury to
human capital and injury to other people and organizations). Exposure review is 3 dimensional-it is
not that which may be obvious.
The PowerPoint that you may have downloaded from URMIA is a working draft we created at the beginning of
the summer. We decided this session may allow great ideas, stories and so on from this group.
The one used for today is our final draft. We hope to elicit ideas from the group today that we can use to
update this final draft into a final version that includes all points from this session. In other words this will be
kind of a living document to take our ideas and points and bring in the comments from those of you that decide
to share thoughts, ideas and stories with us. Success stories and failure stories. We learn from hearing from
one another what works and what does not.
Ed is serving as scribe today. He lost the coin toss as to who would speak and who would be scribe. Then
again maybe he won! He like me was also a risk manager and has developed a risk management tool set that
includes ideas on exposure identification.
We will take ideas from this session and update the PowerPoint as best we can and have it converted to PDF.
It will likely be posted by URMIA and will be at my website October 15, 2012 www.austinstanovich.com. Ed will
you be posting it to The Boston Consortium website as well? Download it/share it as you deem appropriate.
If you rather have it emailed to you when ready simply leave your email address with us on this sign-up sheet
and we will email it to you when it is ready for release. Please print your email address clearly for us to read.

3. Slide: The Risk Management Process

Identify and analyze exposure to loss.
Evaluate feasible alternative risk management techniques to handle loss exposures.
Select the most appropriate/efficient risk management techniques to handle loss exposures.
Implement the chosen techniques.
Monitoring the results, revise as required and start over again with exposure identification.

Is a template approach really used? Is it useful? Yes to both questions. If your initial reaction is no
then you may need to re-think your practice of risk management. The steps are simple. The steps
keep us on point as to exposure identification first and treatment options second.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is interesting these 5 steps are used in many types of risk management processes. I have seen
similar steps for e-data risk management and in ISO 9001 documents that discuss risk management
as a discipline and a management practice.
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4. Insert Fleet Business Plan next Slide and discuss WKA Risk Management Slide
I implemented a business plan approach to risk management that was initially a one year plan and
then as the organization became more complex I expanded it ultimately to 3 years as some of our
initiatives could or would take much longer than 12 or even 24 months to design and implement. It
led off with Exposure ID-then Risk Control-then Risk Financing and then Admin Efficiencies-self issue
of insurance certs-traditional insurance as well as captive.
Plan the work-Work the Plan
Ed and I firmly believe the 2 most important steps in the Risk Management process are the first and
last-everything begins with exposure identification and starts over again with exposure
identification. Organizations evolve as will exposure to loss-insurable or not-1st party or 3rd party.
A risk management program that does not evolve consistent with exposures to loss is likely
an ineffective risk management program for the organization. Techniques like Insurance
purchase or implementation of a captive insurer are not risk management programs. Each
may be critical component of the overall risk management program but are not substitutes for
the risk management program in total.
5. What Do We mean by Exposure
Exposures to loss-insurable or not-continue to evolve and our skill set must evolve as well in order to serve our
organizations as effective risk managers.
Exposure defined from IRMI: “The state of being subject to loss because of some hazard or contingency”.
6. What do we mean “Risk” and “Loss”
How to define “risk”: IRMI: a term of many meanings. Two of the principal meanings are 1. Uncertainty and 2.
A subject of insurance (e.g., a house) (sometimes also referred to as an exposure unit or unit of exposure)
Risk defined? IRMI: Sometimes the probability of an event. Let’s just say the possibility of loss. Let’s not
pretend to be an actuary. It can either happen or it cannot happen. It is or it is not. Must look at each single
exposure as to the possibility of an event. ASSUME something can or cannot happen after you
inquire. DO NOT SIMPLY ASSUME IT CANNOT HAPPEN HERE.
“loss”: IRMI: the basis of a claim for damages under the terms of a (insurance) policy.
Better: reduction in the value of an asset due to peril or damages for negligent use of the asset.

We have 5 senses: Sight, Speech, Smell, Sound and Taste. Let’s consider our 5 senses as a
means to identify exposure.
7. Key Points of Risk Management
8. Slide: Crash-Boom-Bang
Did you hear sounds or exposures? What are some exposures that come to mind?
Airplane crash (damage to building, death of passengers), (interruption of freight transit)
Screams-assault-mugging (lack of safety)
Gun shots (lack of safety, damage to buildings, robbery of money/securities)
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Ambulance-on campus or off (injuries on campus-injuries caused by driver of college ambulance)
Traffic congestion (problem or some event on campus)
Dog growling (lack of safety and breach of common law)
Fire Alarm (danger on campus, danger from near campus, faulty alarm, damage to building, injury to
person pulling alarm)
Not all exposures are obvious.
WKA property underwriter eureka: Property we see the asset and can visualize the exposure.
Casualty may not be obvious. Man in window sitting at desk may create more exposure to loss than
the building he works in.
9-10-11. What do you see?
12. Exposure Identification Using 5 Senses PLUS 1
Silence does not mean all is at peace

•

Being a risk manager is not the same as being risk adverse. Being conscious of exposure simply means
being aware of situations that may be adverse to your institution and if done timely giving the institution
time to implement appropriate risk management techniques. We need to implement techniques consistent
with the needs of our institution but consistent with our own feels of risk. Think in terms of risk/reward and
how to minimize the risk and still reap the reward

What exposure did you see and hear?
 Employee lifting heavy object not paying attention to proper lifting methods
 Broker curb in a heavy foot traffic area
 Smiling student just accepted into foreign study program in China
 Withdrawn student dwelling on bad test score
 Withdrawn student dwelling on sexual assault
 Parent talking to attorney about sexual assault of their child
 Newspaper reporter gathering facts on campus sexual assaults
 Legal department creating a new entity to act as straw to purchase property near campus
 Student driver with speeding tickets getting into college van to transport fellow athletes
 Adjunct instructor denied a permanent position
 Older faculty member that has yet to receive tenure
 Board members voting to expand new building while facing financial challenges
 Gay student video going viral on YouTube
 Student hacker obtaining student personal information from campus computers
 Faculty member entering into research grant for some type of bio/med device

•

The practice of risk management is both Art and Science. It takes our 5 senses PLUS a 6th sense of
EXPOSURE AWARENESS which I think is a combination of EXPERIENCE, COMMON SENSE and
BUSIENSS SENSE to perform the art aspect of risk management. Developing a 6th sense within risk
management is key to first creating and second maintaining a risk management program that is effective
for your institution and one that should evolve with your institution. Some ways to develop and maintain
your 6th sense.
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•

•

•

•

The 80/20 Adage: 80% of exposure faced by any organization is same or similar to that faced by other
organizations in other industries. The true difference in exposure by industry may be 20%. There is more
in common as to loss exposures to all industries then that which is uncommon: Buildings burn, people get
injured because of operations, people sue when injured. Employees sue when terminated, etc.

The transition from operational risk management to enterprise risk management is easy. Risk is Risk.

We believe risk management cannot be effectively practiced as “silo” or in a “solo”. Learn to identify any
exposure or risk to your institution and share with those that may be in position to better deal with it than
you. Just because you are not in IT or HR does not mean you should assume those folks are up to date
with exposures that may cripple your institution financially or by reputation.

We believe risk management is best performed as a team sport. It takes a village. YOU as risk
management need tentacles into the organization. Talk to your colleagues as a risk manager not just once
a year to gather insurance renewal information.

College and University campuses are like cities with more going on at any one moment than strictly education.
Campus security-police; restaurant/food prep and delivery, grounds maintenance; health care delivery-onsite
clinic, hospitals, mental health counseling even EMT ambulances; broadcasting-TV, radio, print, web;
13. Slide Moment of Truth

•

•
•
•
•
•

What do you know about your business-the business of college and university operations? What are some
of the exposures?

Describe your risk management program. (Ed will act as our scribe).
Single strength of your risk management program.
Describe how does your Boss describes your risk management program.
Do you do enough exposure identification in your job?
Are you awake at nights wondering if your risk management program is reasonable for your
college or university.

We all talk about risk management. In one sentence to yourself or to all of us

•

Describe how you may approach exposure identification in your risk management program after
you return to home base after this conference. (Ed will act as our scribe).
Describe how you may move from a solo and silo risk manager to playing risk management as a
team sport?

•

14. Exposure Tool Box Slide
Let’s create an exposure toolbox. (Ed as scribe to write down ideas)
WKA/EF ideas to be shared as exposure identification tools
 Use a business plan approach to your annual goals and objectives make sure that Exposure
Identification is #1.
 Entities-State corporate database. WKA client (new CFO) did not know organization had 2
additional entities-found by looking at financial report. Other did not know of other entities active
and inactive (tail exposure) but found when WKA reviewed corp database.
 Talk to in-house experts when available-do not jump to insurance mechanism simply by
concluding on your own we have an exposureSafety risk committees-collaborative efforts to know what’s going on. Get a seat at the table
(Fleet Operational Assurance committee) Legal staff
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 Read your insurance policies (RTP), obviously to understand coverage, but equally important to
understand what is excluded, limited, restricted and so on. The restrictive parts of an insurance
policy point out exposures that may 1-may have not been identified in past and 2-that may need to
be dealt with whether insurable or not.
 Walk around
 Finance staff-new initiatives
 Athletic-new initiatives
 Research/grant new initiatives (who will own patients, BII issues, embezzlement issues)
 Campus computer network and use of cloud (privacy, business continuity)
 Student newspaper (libel-global issues if web based and effect on reputation)
 Certificates of insurance-why is your firm being asked to provide a confirmation of coverage to
other organization. Certificates of Insurance-why is the other entity providing a copy to us? What
are they doing for your organization?
 Clery Report-(what does the info mean in terms of reputation and possible effect on future
admissions)
 Fire safety reports/Insurance company engineering (do you get the same level of information on
your foreign campuses)
 Remember the ‘60’s saying “Question authority” when question insurance apps-what do they
mean? How are questions answered? Look closely at Yes and No Q&A. Hospital issue re video
tape-“are scope surgical procedures routinely videotaped? No. Sounds bad. No we do not. But it
turned out that the hospital took still pictures of the procedures. So exposure to insurer was better
than first thought. Overlooked by prior risk management staff as well as consulting firm with a +20
year relationship.
Industry periodicals: BI, Risk and Insurance, RIMS magazine
 Concerns of risk management peers in other industries: banking, manufacturing, transportation,
storage, etc. The 80/20 rule of exposure.
 Create your own unique risk management template-RIMS, URMIA, UE, ACORD Apps, hire
someone to assist you. Use it as you walk the campus, review your website, take it to meetings,
discuss issues at regional UE, URMIA meetings and so on.
 Looking for and understanding exposure to loss is not the same as being risk adverse. Being
cognitive of exposure to loss insurable or not allows you to evaluate on a risk/reward basis
What are up and coming campus exposures.
What can we as risk managers do to learn about these exposures, make sure treatment is being
considered whether insurable or no? Are you comfortable that you understand these exposures
 Loss of personal information-hard copy and e-format
 Campus violence
 Cloud storage and loss of data and effect on research
 Students abroad and foreign housing
 Students and faculty abroad-Kidnap
 Students and faculty abroad-evac from hot spots
 Age discrimination-employees-faculty and others
 Failure to inform students of poor job prospects for certain majors
 Research and or grant activities conducted by faculty-is the school vicariously liable for the actions
of the faculty for these endeavors
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Our Expectations
• Become better risk managers through exposure ID skills.
You cannot manage what you do not know!!!

• Class participation-Share stories-when things work and as
well as when things do not work.

• Discussion of risk management topics more important
than colorful PowerPoint Presentation.
• Updated PowerPoint: Add ideas from today!
 URMIA?
 www.austinstanovich.com by 10/15/12
 Boston Consortium?

• .

G u i d i n g Yo u A c r o s s t h e O c e a n o f R i s k
URMIA 2012 • Providence

The Risk Management Process
1.

Review and analyze Exposure to loss.

2.

Evaluate alternative risk management
techniques.

3.
4.
5.

Select the most appropriate/efficient
techniques
Implement the chosen techniques.

Monitoring the results, revise as required
and start over again with exposure
identification.
G u i d i n g Yo u A c r o s s t h e O c e a n o f R i s k
URMIA 2012 • Providence

Risk Management Process as a Daily Activity

G u i d i n g Yo u A c r o s s t h e O c e a n o f R i s k
URMIA 2012 • Providence

What Do We Mean by “Exposure”?
So many definitions-so little time

Exposure defined from IRMI:
“The state of being subject to loss because of
some hazard or contingency”.

G u i d i n g Yo u A c r o s s t h e O c e a n o f R i s k
URMIA 2012 • Providence

What do we mean by “Risk” and “Loss”
“Risk” from IRMI: “A term of many meanings.
Two of the principal meanings are 1. Uncertainty
and 2. a subject of insurance (e.g. building)
sometimes also referred to as an exposure unit or
unit of exposure.”
“Loss” from IRMI: “the basis of a claim for

damages under the terms of a (insurance) policy.”

G u i d i n g Yo u A c r o s s t h e O c e a n o f R i s k
URMIA 2012 • Providence

Key Points: Risk Management Process
 The process starts with exposure identification and comes back
to exposure identification.

 Continually check to determine what is new to organizationgrowth, new endeavors, new trends in litigation, etc.
 Risk management is a team sport: It takes more than a risk
manager to manage risk.
 To manage risk one must first manage activities.
 What do you do to manage risk through Exposure ID?

G u i d i n g Yo u A c r o s s t h e O c e a n o f R i s k
URMIA 2012 • Providence

Exposure Identification and the 5 Senses

Crash-Boom-Bang

G u i d i n g Yo u A c r o s s t h e O c e a n o f R i s k
URMIA 2012 • Providence

G u i d i n g Yo u A c r o s s t h e O c e a n o f R i s k
URMIA 2012 • Providence

G u i d i n g Yo u A c r o s s t h e O c e a n o f R i s k
URMIA 2012 • Providence

G u i d i n g Yo u A c r o s s t h e O c e a n o f R i s k
URMIA 2012 • Providence

Exposure Identification: 5 Senses PLUS 1

Silence
G u i d i n g Yo u A c r o s s t h e O c e a n o f R i s k
URMIA 2012 • Providence

Moment of Truth
• In one sentence describe your risk
management program.
• What is a key strength of your program

• In one sentence how would your Boss
describe your risk management program.
• How do you rate your OVERALL risk
management program?
G u i d i n g Yo u A c r o s s t h e O c e a n o f R i s k
URMIA 2012 • Providence

Exposure Tool Box
Entities-for whom do you manage risk
Create networks
Join other’s monthly meeting
Certificates of Insurance
Walking Around
Insurance Applications
Create an exposure survey

External: Peer group, other industries (80/20 Rule)

G u i d i n g Yo u A c r o s s t h e O c e a n o f R i s k
URMIA 2012 • Providence

